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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to configure vFlash Read Cache to improve performance. What would benefit the most from
enabling vFlash Read Cache? 

A. Virtual machines replicated with vSphere Replication 

B. Web Server virtual machines 

C. Database virtual machines 

D. Virtual machines migrated using Storage vMotion 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

-- Exhibit -
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-- Exhibit -A vApp named AppSilo contains four virtual machines. Each machine is named for the resource it offers: 

FTP01, RDP01, HTTP01, and SYSLOG01. 

An administrator determines that RDP01 is unable to receive RDP traffic from a dedicated kiosk at 

10.10.10.10. 

What should the administrator do to resolve this issue? 

A. Disable the Block RDP Traffic rule and move the RDP in for developers rule above the FTP inbound rule. 

B. Change the default firewall policy to Allow and move the RDP in for developers rule to above the FTP inbound rule. 

C. Move the Block RDP traffic rule to below the Syslog in rule and change the default firewall policy to Allow. 

D. Disable the Block RDP Traffic rule and change the source for the RDP in for developers rule to Any. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

Which vCloud Automation Center action will prevent passwords from being displayed in plain text when a virtual
machine is provisioned from a blueprint? 

A. Click the Encrypt check box on the appropriate build profile properties. 

B. Click the Encrypt check box on the blueprint the virtual machine is provisioned from. 

C. Set the Image.Network.Password property to Encrypt on the blueprint the virtual machine is provisioned from. 

D. Set the Image.Network.Password property to Encrypt in the appropriate build profile. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator needs to migrate a virtual machine from one datastore to another, but the virtual machine has a
snapshot. The virtual machine is running on an ESXi 5.x host. Which action must the vSphere administrator take to
ensure that the snapshot data remains intact? 

A. Perform a standard Storage vMotion migration. 

B. Consolidate the snapshot and then perform a Storage vMotion migration. 

C. Perform a Storage vMotion migration and then copy the snapshot file to the new location. 

D. Delete the snapshot and then perform the Storage vMotion migration. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An ESXi 5.x host is unable to connect to a vCenter 5.x server. Which commands should an administrator use to restart
the management agents on the host? 

A. SSH to the host and execute the commands /etc/init.d/hostd restart and /etc/init.d/vpxa restart 

B. SSH to the host and execute the commands /etc/init.d/vpxd restart and /etc/init.d/vpxa restart 

C. SSH to the host and execute the commands /etc/init.d/vmware-hostd restart and /etc/init.d/vmwarevpxa restart 

D. SSH to the host and execute the commands /etc/init.d/vmware-hostd restart and /etc/init.d/vpxd restart 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which action should an administrator take to increase the size of a VMFS5 datastore from 2TB to 32TB? 
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A. Create a second LUN and add a second share for the datastore 

B. Dynamically expand the original LUN and increase the size of the datastore 

C. Dynamically expand the original LUN and add extents to the datastore 

D. Create a second LUN and increase the size of the datastore 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator powers on a vCloud Automation Center Multi-Machine Service that includes machine A and machine
B. The application on machine A does NOT start correctly and displays the following error message: 

Machine B not ready 

What step should be taken to resolve this issue? 

A. Change the startup order of the Multi-Machine Service. 

B. Create a startup dependency in the Multi-Machine Service. 

C. Define a startup delay in the Multi-Machine Service. 

D. Adjust the startup approvals for the Multi-Machine Service. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A vSphere administrator configures a preferred heartbeat datastore in an HA/DRS cluster configuration. The vCenter
Server identifies an alternative preferred datastore. 

Why would vCenter Server identify an alternative preferred datastore over the administrator\\'s preference? 

A. The selected datastore contains powered-on virtual machines. 

B. The selected datastore is formatted with a 1 MB block size. 

C. The selected datastore is an NFS datastore. 

D. The selected datastore is not accessible to all of the hosts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator needs to add a group of users into vCloud Director who will be assigned System Administrator rights. 

From which two sources can the administrator import the group? (Choose two.) 
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A. LDAP 

B. vSphere SSO 

C. Local Server 

D. Gateway 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the Exhibit. 

The vSphere administrator attempts to connect to an ESXi host via an SSH client and receives the 

following security alert: 

-- Exhibit -

-- Exhibit -

The vSphere administrator needs to determine whether the RSA key fingerprint shown in the security alert 

is the fingerprint of the intended ESXi host. 

Which tool should the vSphere administrator use? 

A. Direct Console User Interface 

B. vSphere Client 

C. vSphere Web Client 
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D. vSphere Management Assistant 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator is deploying vSphere using a NAS device as the shared storage system. The 

administrator has already created a VMkernel port, enabled the NFS client, and configured a mount point 

accessible to the hosts. 

Which additional configuration is required before the datastore can be used to create virtual machines? 

A. The ESXi hosts must have root access to the datastore. 

B. The NAS must support NFS version 4. 

C. Port binding must be configured on the VMkernel port. 

D. The MTU on the VMkernel port must be set to 9000. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A vCloud Director system administrator needs to be notified when the total amount of storage reaches a 

specific amount of utilization. 

Which type of server must the system administrator configure for vCloud Director to send the notification? 

A. an SNMP server 

B. an SMTP server 

C. a JMX server 

D. a CIM server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator manages a cloud with the following infrastructure characteristics: 

The cloud supports two tenants, with the following configurations: 

An administrator needs to move all Company 1 workloads from the current cloud to a new cloud without 

disrupting Company 2 operations. 
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As part of the process, the administrator needs to ensure that NO new Company 1 workloads are deployed 

on the current cloud during the migration. What should the administrator disable to accomplish this? 

A. vSphere Cluster 

B. vCloud Director Cell 

C. vCenter Server 

D. vPDC Prime 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Which privilege should the administrator assign to allow a user to create baselines using Update Manager? 

A. Manage baseline 

B. Attach baseline 

C. Stage baseline 

D. Configure baseline 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

An administrator needs to define a Static IP Address Range in vCloud Automation Center. Which object is a prerequisite
to complete the task? 

A. Edge Gateway 

B. Cloud Endpoint 

C. Network Profile 

D. Blueprint 

Correct Answer: C 
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